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The Peace Fakirsr
fei picion;” the U. S. Senate is a body of pure minded done away with war; nor have those conscientious 

follower of Dietzgen would put it, ignoramuses who have not heard of Machiavelli or
Frederick the Great. On this then build your hope there is no satisfaction in being killed nor no plea

sure in being blown to pieces, and proceed to elim
inate war by showing it to be unproductive, or cruel,

T’S an ill wind that blows no one good;”Kv IU pacifists who make a clear case with much labor that
V

or, as a
misfortune, like all other things, is relative.

The painful position of the slave class has made for the Washington Cnoference.
J. Ellis Barker sa vs the Anglo-Saxon race will

fm of the labor fakirs; andpossible the “jobs 
from the peace-hunger of a war-weary world, from iinot separate and fight, for it is one race. Our school or contrary to the New Testament. War, with its

evermore terrible prospects, will be with us so long Ifand brothers have histories must have erred indeed, for there we readthe eagerness of those whose
been killed and maimed and ruined, from the sus
picion directed to the League of Loot, from the pre- Britain ; that Anglo-Saxon Yankees fought for in 
monitions of a new war more scientifically horrible, dependence from the motherland in 1776 that Ang- with their natural resources and trade potentialities, 
more ruinous and devastating, has arisen the most lo Saxon Yankees fought Anglo-Saxon Canadians in To those who disregard the class nature of society, 
popular parasite of the day—the Peace Fakir. ^ 1812 : that Anglo-Saxon Southerners fought Anglo- the phenomena of class society is beyond explana- 

There is in society today a considerable section*" Saxon Northerners in 1861. But J. Ellis Barker is tion. Here lie the pacifists. Exploitation proceeds
from violence, persists by violence, necessitates its

sons 8as we support an economic system that results in 
violent aggression on the less developed countries

that the Anglo-Saxons squabbled for years in early
l

i

constituting a sort of muddle-class, commonly called an honorable Peace Fakir and assures us that the
will not separate and fight. own violent extension, and can be ended only by thethe middle-class. It consists of capitalists who hes- Anglo-Saxon race 

Rate to admit they arc such, and of white-collared
workers who do not know enough to know that they respectable sage, draws up 

, are workers. They do their work mostly with pen solving the problems that confront the human
and ink and have a deep, fathomless veneration for The first is the expansion of Japan without aggres- but is only to be made by the development of clasa-

the chief, support of the sion, aud the second the open door and integrity of consciousness in the slave-class. F. W. T.
China. Simple indeed JNJapan must expand without 

It weuld seem that the Peace Fakirs had very expanding, and our statesmen must devise some
There have been in way of eating up China without eating her up. The

Nicholas Murray Butler, being a professor and a overthrow of the exploiters by the exploited—and
simple formulas for that too probably by violence. Peace i* not made 

race, by scraps of paper, or by a spirit of brotherly love,
ilsome

il
scrape of paper. They 
Peace Fakirs.

arey
WORRIES FOR TÉE BOSS

slight material to work on.
“ civilized” times about 9000 peace treaties conclud- sage has solved the problem, so put your trust in 

of them intended to last for eternity, the Washington Conference—unless, of course, you
contaminated with cynicism and suspicion.”

If in a future war France were in the anti-British 
camp, she could do England a very great deal of 
harm as she possesses a wide net of Atlantic, Medi
terranean and Indian ports and could decide the war 
for the Pacific coast. But the world may very well 
break out over some European issue instead of about 
the Pacific coast, and here the interests of England 
and France strongly diverge. France is England’s 
nearest neighbor. England considering, before the 
war, that it did not befit her position aa a first-class 
power to allow Germany a navy representing 60% 
of the British, now would have to consent to Am
erica having a navy equal to the British navy, and 
■n addition that the Japanese alliance be cancelled, 
that Japan in spite of this be allowed 60% of the 
naval power of England and that beside all this 
France, keeping 880,000 men under arms, should 
have a navy equal to that of J apan. This is too much 
for John Bull’s stomach. But this is not even all. 
The French demands called Italy irito the ring.

Sifi

ed, every one
On the average they have lasted about two years * are 
Seme still persist in bsving hope for the nine thou
sand and first. It is with singular precision that ed ; but we can

follow the attempts to preclude them. From most general of all fakirs, the Press. Here is a typi
cal editorial on the four-power treaty, culled from

I
ûThere are more Peace Fakirs than can be count-

cover the balance of them with that <1wars
the Amphictyonie Councils of the Ancient Greeks 

of internecine strife to the ar- the Philadelphia “North American :
“The great fact is that statesmanship has found 

a formula for the establishment of peace . . .

pn^ceding their era
bit ration propaganda of Napoleon III. a few months 
before the Franco-Prusaian war, to the Hague Con
ference of 1S99 with ita sequence of the Rusao-Jap- a simple arrangement of understanding and coopera- 
aseee War the Balkan War and the bloodfest of tion based upon candid conference and good will.” 
1914-18, we gather experience all along tending to Here is the great fact, they tell us, and the fact

is lined with turns out to be a formula. One would almost ex- Fthe conclusion that the way to
The Treaty of Versailles result- pcct that every instrument of war had been lost in

It is only that they have left states 
equipped with submarines and^aeroplanes to keep 
the peace on a basis of good will, when they confine 

Despite the evidence of the centuries “hope the ordinary criminal, equipped with nothing but 
springs eternal in the human breast” and the Peace- his arms and legs, in gaol. The Press is but de- 
Fakirscontinue to grow popular. Washington, they scribing Arthur Brisbane’s “Four Gentlemen high- 
say. is not Versailles ; for here is the American peo- waymen trying to agree not to cut each others 
pie with a long list of virtues we had not realized throats over the spoils.”
before. Viscount Bryce says the American people Has the Washington Conference done anything 
are essentially peaceful; they have no hankering af- to safeguard the world against war in the futureÏ 
tar Imperialism. Mark itl the American people who No—it has only in accordance with the development 
tar and feather conscientious objectors, who lynch. 0f the technique of destruction, decided to do away 
negroM, who perpetrate Centralisa, who build Fort with certain useless weapons that draw considerably 
Lesvenwortha and conduct eivil war in West Vir- on their limited financial resources. The submarine 
guns, are essentially peaceful. American capital- and cruiser have replaced the capital ship; Henry 
ista no longer look with lusting eyes to the oil of Ford offers the current junk rate; so as “business” 
Mexico ; the Philippines have been submerged in mid they shall be scrapped. The development of chemi- 
Pacific, Wall Street has relinquished its ninety per cal warfare has made much of the old prapared- 
eent. share of Canadian industry; and all this with- ness” a foolish expenditure. George Bernard Shaw 

knowing it But it must be so, for Viscount summarized the net results of the conference when 
Bryce says the Americans are an essentially peaceful he said : 
people with no hankering for Imperialism. On this, 
then, build your hope for the Washington con-

war
peace conferences, 
ed in 22 wars in Europe and it is rumored that the mid-ocean, 
present Washington conference may be even more 
successful.

- i 3

It9

ic^but a Medi-Italy says, that France is not a P 
terrancan country and if she is to have such an en- t

«ormous navy, that would endanger Italy’s position in 
the Mediterranean. For this reason Italy demands iv
th<* same privileges for herself which are to be grant
ed to France.

Another dispute arises in the question of naval 
armaments concerning the submarines. The sub
marine boat is a weapon, the fqture is all be
fore it, but even in its present infamy it can make 
itself very much felt by countries depending on over
seas imports for their food supplies. England’s 
home-grown bread supplies would last her lut i 
than seven weeks. The attack of the small

submarine fleet could be beaten off by England

9,

F
>

„ v
I,

6 more
jQer-

man
only because Germany did not possess a sufficient 
number of naval bases. Besides, the radius of ac
tivity of the submarines wa* much smaller then, than

out our

“Their submarine and airships will all be com
mercial ones: their explosive factories will be mere 
dve works; their gas plants will provide chemicals at present. If France is allowed to build submarines,

she will be ten times more dangerous than Germany 
in this respect, as she has plenty of naval bases all 
over the world. And it is precisely this, that France

ference.
Lord Robert Cecil says that with the American for ordinary industrial purposes ; the working draw- 

people “the ardor of youth is not contaminated with ings of the latest magazine-rifle will be hid.securely

îiàsœ&Eïü-îjs ïr. r...ol Macmaveiii anu r™ J vjâMy armed to the declared: “Big battleships are weapons for nch
countries,—France is a poor country and needs, enb- 

( Continued on page 3)

»

0 well! Yankee business dealings and Tammany poli- occur, as if the Powers were 
tics .are not “ contaminated with cynicism and sus- teeth.” ;&Neither peace fakirs nor astute statesmen havefe; • See “War,” Novikov, p. 17.
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The Collapse of the South Wales
Coal Trade
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who was the Minister of Labour, who sold Mr. Si - ^ Newport export coals have tumbled from the
lie the Sankey pup, was the President of the Board progperity of 1920 down into the abyss of 1921. 
of Trade who, on July 26th, 1920, ten days after the 
Spa Agreement, assured him of alternative supplies

(Continued from last edition)

BY J. T. WALTON NEWBOLD

Diamond cut Diamond —Here are a few typical figures :—
The most notable feature of French economies

and politios, during the last fifteen years, has been of coal, informed Mr. Smillie and his colleagues tha ^ ^
the enormous expansion of the French steel industry the Government could not see its way to grant ttnpr 107/6- 115/ • 96/ • / • /*• r~’
and the*%naneial and other means taken to promote demands for higher wages and reduced selling price s2/6, 46/—. 
this, the essential industry of militarism. The French 
foresaw a clash between British and German indus- 

They forsee another between the British

Admiralty Large, per ton, f.o.b. Card lit.
Dec. 1920.

Best Jan. 1121.Nov 1920.

Best Steam Smalls, per ton, f.o.b. Cardiff.
Dec. 1920.of coal. For some reason—reasons are always forth- Nov. 1920.Aug 1920

coming for these things—the M.F.G.B. delayed fore- »/—, 97/*. 90/—, 97/6, 75/—, 96/—.

0f ing the matter to an issue for nearly three months. ^ ^ 25/—.
Then, they struck, when the Government was quite

trialists.
^ and the Americans. They hope, on the morrow

this latter conflict; to stand forth as mortgage-hold
ers and military dictators of the World. Hence, the 
French have not been content withthe Saar coal
field and remembering that “at best the whole (Pas 
de Calais) Geld is only the tail of the more accessible Strike. EP.A.
Belgian coal measures,” have been drawing closer to fall ; and, thirdly, the world crisis, aggravated, if
their bonds with Belgium and exploring ways and not precipitated by the organised action of the Bn* 42/6, M/—^ Anthrsc|te per ton> f.0.b. sw.n—-

- for seizing the Ruhr coalfields. Having taken jsh and American banks to refuse all but the most ur. Aug 192o. Nov. 1620. Dec. 1920. Jan. 1921.
over the ore-fields and blast furnaces and steel plants gent credits (see Sunday Chronicle, 23/1/21), broke 90/—, 9y— 100/—1 112/6, 115/6, 120' 7B/—’ 106 
of Lorraine during 1919, in 1920 they commenced a over industry. " 62‘/6.
clamour for the delivery to them of German coal In December, things went from bad to worse, 
from the Rhineland. Collieries went on stop. Ships were laid up.

By the Spa Agreement of July 16th, 1920, they of thousands of miners found themselves without 
obtained from Germany the promise to deliver 2,- work. The great financial conspiracy to force down 
000,000 tons of coal per month. “One of the condi- prices temporarily as a menas to force down wages 
tions” was, however, “that Germany should be paid next; the great financial effort to stabilise the tot- 
the f.o.b. Brices which were current in England.” tering edifice of credit by deflating values, was tak- 
Wé are told that, “at the time, the French resisted ing effect. The money magnates were battling 
this condition very strenuously, as the British coal- against the financial interests of industry and corn- 
owners were quoting very high prices” (Compen- merce, and they were all battling against the work* 
dium, 6/12/20.) By October—when the M.F.G.B. ers in the professed interest of “the public.

the datum line— The Road to Ruin

Bert Black Vein, per ton, f.o.b. Newport. X
Jan 1921.Dec. 1920.Nov. 1920.Aug. 1920.

readv to defeat them. But some will say, the result n2/6. 115/—. 112/6, 115/—, 95/—, 112/6, 55/—, 80/—.
Aug. 1921.
29 /6, 45 /—a.

No. S. Rhondda Large, per ton, f.o.b, Cardin.
Dec. 1920.

compromise. Yes, at the moment.
Tn November last, three things followed on the

enacted: the price of coal began Aug. 1920. Ncv. 1920.
1 112 /6. 115/—, 110/—, 115/—, HO/—, 115/—, 70/—. HO/-.

Aug. 1921.

was a
Jan. 1921.

was

means

(Compendium, 15/9/21).

Tens With Welsh coal of good quality at 32/6 a ton, 
and selling at a loss ; with the exporters stating that 
it must come down still further t(T 20/— or 25/ 
ton, and with no improvement visible in the Europ- 

exchanyes but rather the reverse, the outlook 
for South Wales has become, not brighter, but dark- 

the months have rolled by. Tljp French coal

can

er, as
production is rising ; the mines of the Pas de Calais 
have been repaired in about half the time that the 
British coal-owr.ers were led to expect, and the qual-5

Executive approved of a strike on 
Germany was delivering 250,000 tons more coal than 

required of her tinder the Agreement.
The coal was transferred by the German Govern- portnnity to depreciate prices here and 

ment to the French Government. It did not nece^ to do so, in order that they may have less to pay
of the latter, but might Germany under the Spa Agreement. (Compendium,

ity of the coal is better than formerly.
It is not surprising that collieries are being shut 

down and that work is irregular. It is not only the 
miners but the railwaymen and the dock-side work
ers who are suffering, and must continue to suffer. 
Freights have toppled down: hundreds of ships are 
laid up^—something like 5,000,000 tons, and are sell
ing at one-fifth of the price at which they were ac- 

- qnired. Liquidations of companies 
the day in Cardiff. Mushroom fortunes are collap
sing and millions of money have been-lost in ship
ping in South Wales during the last nine months.

Many miners have been deceived by the lavish 
expenditure “out of revenue” on extensions and im>- 
provements by the Powell-Duffryn and other big 
colliery companies. Millions of money that would 
otherwise have had to be paid over to the--Exchequer 
as Excess Profits Duty have been charged to “capi
tal expenditure,” and used with little hope of high 
return but in a feverish desire to make such econom- 

make it possible to continue production 
well be spent in that way,

Across this welter of conflict cut the active hos
tility of the French coal consumers, “seeing an op-

. intentwere

sarily remain the property
be sold to some bonafide “société anonyme” with 6/12/20). 
headquarters in France and its owners in Cardiff, or Three months later we are informed that:-

South Wales speculator with his agents in France has been able to get coal so cheaply
from Germany that she has dictated the pnee 
she will pay to England, on the take it or leave 
it principle. . . France encouraged both
German and American deliveries as a foil to 
British expert prices. She bought American 
coal heavily. Today France has as much coal 
as she needs, and she has declared'that she is 
not going to buy from Britain except on her own 
terms.” <Compendium, March, 1921.)

In December, there were 900,000 tons of coal 
stocked in the Ruhr. About the same tim^ the coal 
trade received a hint to stock coal here “to be held

t
r '

are the order ofto some
Rotterdam, Antwerp, Rouen and elsewhere over 
Western Europe. Neither was the coal, necessarily 
moved from the German pit-tank. Its buyers could 

| ^ stock it on the Ruhr coalfield, out of sight of Messrs.
'fillip and Hodges, or move it to some Continental 
depot, ready for release on the morrow of the strike, 
Mias to depress the demand for South Wales coal 
and to convey the impression to the readers of the 
Western Sail that this was the direct result of “the 
disastrous action of the men.

How They Smashed the Miners 
The German coal - deliveries, in themselves and 

in aocord with th^_ Spa agreement, were a god send 
to the cSal-owneS and the Government. When the 

had threatened to strike in February, 1919, 
the Colliery Guardian (21/2/19), was reporting:—

-

. 'Wa

les as may
at a profit. It might as 
think the companies, as be handed over to Sir Robert 
Horne, who, elevated now to the Exchequer, never 
seems to forget that he was once legal adviser to the 
Scottish coal-owners, and has tempered the wind to

well into March." The British coal-owners were not © ;•<enjoying themselves, but the opportunity was too, 
good to be missed. The attack on the miners must 
be precipitated and preparations made to do battle 
to regain the French and other foreign markets.

It had been one thing’to permit France to receive 
coal from Germany at prices ruling in Britain.
Means could always be found tP regulate her sup-

T%4 French and Belgian mines were either out of plies from that quarter, and with France heavily in win, formerly director of Baldwins, Ltd., and e
, action of quite incapable of producing an export debt to Britain for coal deliveries and shipping ser- G.W.R. Co., at the Board of Trade, not to >pe>
*' »> surplus, and very little, if anything, was available vices, it was always possible 16 take from France a Sir Philip Lloyd Oreame, of the F B.I at the Depart-

Had the leaders of the M.F.G.B. considerable part of what she took from Germany, ment of Overseas Trade, the coal capitalists are get-
Freneh industrialism was weak. Tt was quite an- ting sympathetic treatment, but, for all their sehem

getting deeper and deeper into

miners>

‘ ‘ In January, 1918, the stocks of coal in the Ruhr 
district amounted to 3,000,000 tons, but at pre
sent there are none. ’ ’

the shorn lamb.
With Home at the Exchequer, and Stanley Bald-

M

from the Saar.
advised a strike in February, 1919, and not been _
flattered and fodted tit Mr. Lloyd George, who, in other thing to find France asserting her independ- ing, their friends 
his terror, permitted Mr. Smillie “to dictate” to him ence with the aid of the United States. Before Spa difficulties.
—the selection of four members of the I.LJP., one and coal there had been San Remo and oil Ameri- difficulties.—“ The Communist (London.) 
Fabian and a typical miners’ leader as nominees for can industrialism was strong, stronger than British, 
the Sankey Commission, which was to give these in- America was the creditor of Britain. America was, 
noeents the job of talking till the Army was demobi- financially in a poffltion to put the credits of the War 
lieed' and the popularity of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Finance and other Edge Law Corporations behind 
Councils diminished, the miners would have won her coal exporta. Jtt was not good to hear of a glut 
♦h* dav. and, horrid thought, brought the “Couoon” of American bunker-coal at Rotterdam.
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page threeWESTERN CLARION

as we might like to have it, always remembering that 
the only thing that is absolute, the only thing that 
has no beginning, and no end, is the universe, and 
the only thing that never changes, is the law of 
change.

Dialectics• •
È&? >

r
t ■■ of locomotion known to man, but it is not true today. 

Five hundred years ago it would have been untrue to 
say that men could fly; it was not even customary 
with prophets at that time, but it is quite true to 
say that men can fly today, not with wings of course, 
but with machines made for the purpose.

Now in conclusion I wish to say a few more words

£ejl (Concluded)
By P. J. McNey

LEXANDER POPE approached the subject 
from a different angle, and arrived at practi
cally • the same conclusion, but not knowing 

what he had discovered, or even that he had dis
covered anything, he wandered off again into con 
fusion worse confounded, hç says :

WORRIES FOR THE BOSS.
(Continued from page 1)

“There can be no doubt”—he malieious-A
: -<

marines.
]y remarked, “that England never intends to use
her battleships against France and that she prob- 

about the exaggeration and misinterpretation of dia- ably keeps those battleships for the purpose of 
let tics. In the opening paragraphs I have mentioned ();ne fishing ; but then let her allow poor France to 
some of the exaggerations. The evolutionists, that build submarines for the botanical exploration of the 

evolutionary, try to run ahead of evolution.
The revolutionists, that are so revolutionary insist

sar-

“One thinks on Calvin heaven's own spirit fell; 
Another deems him instrument of hell:
If Calvin feel heaven's blessing or its rod,
This cries there is, and that there Is no God. 
What shocks one part will edify the rest; 
Nor with one system can they all be blest. 
The very beet will variously incline,
And what rewards your virtue punish mine "'

/ocean bottom.”are so
For England that other fact must seem very

on having a social revolution, even though the great significant too, that the American government 
majority of the workers are opposed to it. The 
dialecticians, that are so dialectical consider it sup- explanation of this fact is very simple. In case of 
erfluous to define, explain, or classify, the terms and

as
well shows an interest for botanical research. The

a world conflict, blockade by help of submarines will
phrases they use, such as, “direct action, mass play a very important part in the struggle between 

long live the America and Japan. America is preparing not onlyPope is here considering good, bad, right, and 
wrong, as moral cencepts, and has noticed that the 
Mmrmtn may be considered a good man and a vil
lain by another group, all at the same time. This, no 
doubt, is a very confusing state of affairs to a met
aphysician, but it is a proof of dialectics, one of the 
best. History just swarms with such dual person
alities.

action,” “use your economic power, 
class struggle,” and so forth. And to be honest 
about it we must admit that such terms and phrases fight on the anti-American side, but is very willing 
are far more romantic, and far better sucker bait.

her own submarines in ease that England were to

to allow France a considerable submarine fleet, 
The same is the case with the air forceswithout being defined and explained. But some 

people are not so romantic ; they like to know what 
they are talking about themselves, and to have 
others understand them as well, consequently, they

What can be expected from, Washington?
It were ridiculous to approach this question from

the point of view of disarmament. The issue is not " 
try to the best of their ability to define and classify, ovon the limitation of armaments, but the establish- 
the words and terms they use.' And while it is im- mont 0f such relations between both naval and land 
possible to give a word or learn a definition that will forces Vhich hv not giving any considerable superior- 
hold good forever, it is quite possible, if we are not jty to any one of the several state groupings, would 
in too much of a hurry, to give it a definition that compel to come to an agreement upon disputed ques- 
will he logical at the time of speaking, and that may tions. This was the view of the international stock 
hold good for a ÿear or two, at the end of that time

Wi^h men, who, at one time or another, have 
acted as a combination villain, and hero, all in one, 
at the same time. -In fact, every hero is an inverted __ 
villain. Where would it be possible to find a better 
illustration of paradox than this! Where, a better 
proof of the interrelation of all things and ideas! 
But, if a hero and a villain are one and the same 
thing ; if the qualities of a hero and a villain may be 
combined in the same person, at the same time, how

1

exchange too,—the value of war industry shares 
we can reviSC-ii again if necessary. We will do very ^id n0^ fa]]t Spite of the positive Wilsonian trills 
well if we “keep abreast of truth,” as Lowell says, 

ahead of it. Let us see what

*
of Messrs Hughes and Harding.

The capitalist powers are so afraid of a new 
world war, that once they have got into the blind 
alley of the disarmament question, they will be 
forced to try and demarcate their political and ec
onomic interests. They tried it in Versailles; the re
sults are known. In Washington they tried to un
tangle the skein of contradictions in one field, the 
far eastern question,—but they did not and will not 
succeed. They can not succeed for the simple rea
son, that questions of world wide interest cannot be 
solved without Germany and 'without Soviet Russia

If, in order to avoid complete chaos and a new 
war, the former victors will make an attempt to un

is it possible to distinguish between, or classify, her- Without trying to 
and villains, ht all? Let us suppose that of two

run
Dietzgen has to say in this connection :oes,

antagonistic groups of people, each has a hero of its 
Now the hero of each group is the villain of “Language la only reasonable when It clasirifles the 

world and distinguishes things by different names.” .
-. “Thus our science of understanding finally culmin

ates in the rule: Thou shalt sharply divide and subdivide 
and further subdivide to the utmost the universal concept, 
the concept of the universe, but thou shalt be backed up 
by the consciousness that this mental classification is a 
formality by which man seeks for the sake of his informa
tion to register and to place his experience; thou shalt 
furthermore remain aware of thy liberty to progressively 
improve the experience acquired by thyself In the course 
of time, by modifying thy classification/’

» own.
the opposite group. Which is the hero, and which 
the villain! If we examine the character of two

1-J
such hero-villains, we may find very little to choose 
between them, as fartas character, and conduct, is 
concerned, but we will find considerable difference 
between their desires, and opinions, and theories of 
right, and wrong, based on the conflicting economic 
interests of the groups, or classes, they represent. 
Men and women who xmderstand dialectics do not 
worry their heads about either heroes or villains. 
They know that the thoughts and actions of men are 
determined mainly, by economic conditions, and ec
onomic interests, modified to some extent by edu
cation or lack of education, historical, and mythical, 
tradition, inherited characteristics, and so forth. 
They know, furthermore, that every great man, or 
hero, is merely the exponent and advocate of the 
economic interests of some particular group, or

J

j

Ü

J

jwhich the dialectic ravel the traPc international knot, they will have 
to forget Versailles and Washington, and summon 
a new international conference where all nations and

But there is another way in 
method is misunderstood, and misapplied. This, we 
might call the reverse method, for want of a better 

The idea seems to be, to find out what the

v,

states will be represented. This conference would 
differ from all previous conferences by recognising 
three facts in the first place : 1,—that America is the 
wealthiest country of the wrorld. 2,—that Russia 
again exists as a first class world power, again unitt 
irif all her territories from the Pacific to the Ber- 
"esina, and 3,—that the former victors will, hasten 
their own ruin if they continue their efforts to shove 
the unbearable weight of economic burdens on to 
the shoulders of Germany and Russia instead of re
building the world’s economy by common effort.

—Rosta Wien.

name. X ;
average capitalist thinks, says, and does, and then 
think, say, and do, the opposite. And while this 
system works out all right in a large number of 

it occasionally leads to some very ridiculouscases,
conclusions. For instance, if the average capitalistclass, in human society, aud consequently, the villain, 

tyrant, and bad man of every other group or class, 
whose interests are in opposition. Everything that 
such a hero-villain may say, or do, or leave undone, 
no matter what it may be, is right from one point of 
view and wrong from another, and the group, or 
class, that has" the power or might to enforce its 
view makes its view right, for the time being. Thus 

the codes of ethics, and theories of right and 
also relative and variable and as much 

as anything else in the

always has the best of everything properly cooked 
for his dinner, then of course the revolutionary work
er must insist on having tjie worst of everything bad
ly cooked. True, that is what we generally get. 
But, while it is dialectically possible for a necessity 
to become a virtue under certain cureumstances, it 
is a poor policy to make it so on every occasion. 
Again, if the capitalists always wear good clothes, 
and live in good houses, then the highest ideal of the 
workers must be hovels, and overalls. Not long ago 
I heard a man (who evidently imagined himself to 
be a revolutionist of some kind) advocate that the

j

£
j
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we see 
wrong, are 
subject to the law of change 
universe.
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"New occasions teach new duties ;
Time makes ancient good uncouth ;
They must upward still, and onward,
Who would keep abreast at truth."

These lines from a poem written by James Ans-
sell Lowell in 1844 express, perhaps the best known, and at the same time strike a savage blow at capital- 
and best understood, form of dialectics, the evolu- ism. Just imagine the psychology of a revolutionist 
tionary form, the exchanges brought about by time, who would advocate that the worker should deliber- 
not only in material objects, but also in ideas, theor- ately, and voluntarily, lower their own standard of 
ies, customs, morals, the good, the true, and the beau- living, as a revolutionary measure. But it is only 
tifuL etc., arising from the material conditions. For one of the many paradoxes of human life. It takes 
instance, five hundred years ago it was quite true to 'ill kinds of men, and all kinds of ideas, to make a 
aay that-the horse was the quickest and best means world, and we must deal with the world as it is, not

workers should boycott capitalism. He was, not 
only a champion of overalls, which he said no work
er should be ashamed of wearing as his best apparel, 
hut he" went further and suggested that 
to go bare-headed and thereby save the price of hats,
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f: culties, but so far as the S. P. of C. is affected we poipts. Sentiment undoubtedly played a large part 
may fairly say the basis of disagreement as laid in inftueneiag tlie'gudgment of many. But we were 
down is that while the S. P. of C. is one of the clear- not called upon to vote on the question on the bam 
est of the Marxist groups on this continent and has of sentiment, but on the 21 pointa These constituted 
carried on' educational work for many years, it has the practical working bams. The first action of the 
not attempted to guide the working class in its strug- secessionists is to dodge their obligations. Their 
gles against its capitalist masters; it refuses to ac- Party ahould be called the Communist Party, 
cept the task laid down by the Third International ; 
it prefers the academy ; it is an academic institution, 
not a political party of the working class; its at
titude of uon-participation in every day affairs leads

Si
- vJWestern Clarion -

•i▲ ii

FeMtoke* twtee a -onU by tbe SostaUW Party U
Canada, P. O. Boa 710, V««eM«r, B. C. The socialist movement in the U. S. A. has been

to ■•«and at O. P. a a» s for a year or two in something ef a turmoil or* 
tacties and various forms of organisation. Com
munist propaganda and underground organisations 
have been common subjects under discussion in that 
country. The chief trouble there, here and elswhere 
seems to have been that manifestos and written doc- 
panfnts emanating from Russia have been taken to 
be words of command to be blindly followed. Her
oics, stage-play and thoughtlessness have exagger
ated the danger at present to be encountered and in 
many instances these practises have invited it need
lessly. The Communist Party buried itself under
ground and two years’ burrowing were necessary 
before it came to its senses. Even at that it had to 
be “instructed” as to what course to follow. It 
first claimed that the Third ‘International required 
it to go underground, and then claimed that the 
Third International instructed it to come to the sur
face as soon as possible.

a
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to sterility.
That is a fair summary of the charges laid at the 

door of the S. P. of C. The secessionists say that 
while in the past they have worked with those who 
voted against the Third they can do so no longer. 
They say, “Tile issue before the revolutionary work
ing class is the Third International and proletarian 
control, or the 2*/o international and compromise 
with the exploiters. To us the road is clear. We 
will go forward with the revolutionary workers of 
the Third International,
-they have to say concerning their intentions.

Then follow the signatures' of those four who are 
so tired and weary of the ‘ ‘ academy after all these 

and who will no longer work with us. One

Fereiga, IS

860;£5£“ erpir"

VANCOUVER, B. C. JANUARY 16, 1922.
-

KEEP TO THE LEFT!
or*.

HE Party referendum (still incomplete) on 
the matter of affiliation with the Third Inter
national on the basis of the 21 points has pro

vided the means of excuse for separation from the
of those who voted for

T That’s practically all
5
t

Party and its policy to 
affiliation on that basis.

Local (Winnipeg) No. 3, voted 25 for and 11 
against affiiliation, and at the meeting following 

the recording of this vote they passed a motion

some
years
of them never did at any time work with us; he 
joined the party (a few months ago) in order to 
vote us into the Third. Two others are in much the

boat The matter of getting genuine signatures history wes brief, 
must have been hard on Comrade Kavanagh.

In any case, the Canadian Communist Party im
itated these practises in a measure, although its life 

But it has followed the course

|
P upon

“resolving” Local No. 3, of the S. P. of C. into a 
branch of the Workers’ Party of Canada. The re

same
set south of the 49th parallel. The 21 points which 

As to the points of disagreement with us, we do were so all—embracing and which formed the basis 
not propose to cover these here at this time. Those of action in the U. S. A. have now been found to be
points, generally speaking, have been the subject of impractical and they are to be conveniently for- 
controversy in these columns during several months gotten. After all the “militancy” and blaster, re- 

We are past the phrase-malting stage volutionary phrases and so forth, the same people

solution reads:
“Whereas, the majority of Local No. 3, S. P. of 

0. have by their vote declared for affiliation to the 
3rd International, and whereas the minority of Local
Vancouver have already arranged to form in con- last year. . . , ,
junction with the left wings of S P of C-, a nepar- now on the part of our secessionists who have argued who were responsible for these heroic utterance*
ate form of organisation to carrv out the obligations for affiliation, and we are now looking for the ap- have now, as the Worker,’ Party, or ss the organi- 
impoeed by their adherence to the 3rd International, plication. Local Winnipeg (majority section) have sers of it, appeared in their true light The U. 8. A., 
and whereas, it is impossible to continue to function laid it down that they, in agreement with the min- m the organisation there known as the Workers ’ 
in the S P of C —therefore : “Be it reaolved that ority of Local Vancouver, have allied themselves Party, basset thelead in assembling a hotch-potch of re- 
Loeal No 3 cease its affiliation to the D. E. C. of S. with the Workers’ Party of Canada. That’s the ap- formats and opportunists, and the same character- 

all financial obligations of the Local, plication of it, and there is little use in arguing any ises the Worker,’ Party in Canada. In Western
about Theses, Statutes, Conditions or points. Canada the new party, where any interest is taken

A:

k

P. of C-, assume
and proceed to form a provisional branch of the 
Workers’ Party of Canada.

Fulfilling their end of the bargain, a document 
entitled “The Parting of the Ways” and ending worth of their
with the words, “Workers of all Countries unite” _jhemselves with the Workers’ Party, constitutes the work. All the revolutionary phrase,

their first violation of the 21 points which they have ned will not cover the bare fact when it shows itaelf 
pledged themselves to observe, uphold and act upon, in action. The Workers’ Party, the party that is to 

Point 18 says : (Conditions of affiliation). “In carry out the dictates of the Third International is 
conjunction with the above all Parties desiring to an opportunist party at present disguised. So far 
join the Communist International must alter their as the 21 points are concerned, they are ignored. 

Each Party desirous of joining the Com- Safety First is the watchword.

more
The actions of these “affiliators"’ who have sep- in it, is looked to hopefully by labor politicians who 
arated themselves from us measure the weight and desire election to parliament on an opportunist plat- 

case. Their first action, in allying form. Organisation and a reform platform will do
ever pen

has been issued in Vancouver, signed by four mem
bers of Local No. 1, (J. Kavanagh, R. W. Hartley, 
J. G. Smith, A. & Wells!, “on behalf of twenty mem
bers of the S. P. of C.” The names of the twenty 
members do not appear, of course, and the document 
is supposed to be accepted as a 
by the 24 members of Local (Vancouver) No. 1, who 
voted for affiliation. (Local No. 1, voted 24 for affili
ation and 37 against). Responsibility for it, how
ever, rests only with its four signatories who kindly 
signed “on behalf” of twenty others. Some of the 
twenty had not seen it before they saw the printed

pronouncement made names.
munist International must bear the following name : 
Communist Party of such-and-such country (section 
of Third Communist International). The question 
of denomination of a party is not only a formal one. 
bnt it is a political question of great import-

Jfk Now, to compile all the facts and happenings of 
the international socialist movement of the past vear 
or two that have a bearing on these matters would 
take a volume. Splits in Socialist parties have been 
so common that the spectacular nature of the 
cnees has come to the stage where it no longer at
tracts very much attention. Indeed, we have rea
son to think that such errors in judgment and evid- 

of false information concerning other countries 
found in Russia in the past year or two may be in a 
large measure charged to an international host of 
truckling delegates seeking-favor, for themselves. 
However it may be, the Third International 
be learning that scraps of paper, drawn np as 21 
points or in any other formula, cannot operate uni
formly as a basis for working class action in all 
countries. They too have had their bubbles.

oceur-
ance

It is to be Lome in mind and insisted upon that 
the question of affiliation with the Third Interna
tional was argued upon the basis of the 21 points. 
The vote was called on that basis. This applied in 
all countries where the matter came up for decision. 
Those who opposed affiliation opposed it on that 
basis and those who supported affiliation supported 
it on that basis. Those who opposed affiliation held 
that the 21 points could not be lived up to. Those 
who supported affiliation held that the 21 points 
could be lived up to.

sheet.
Now we have not set out here to score any paints 

for that matter, to write a polemic concerning encesnor,
divided viewpoints. We have in mind many com
rades at outeide points who, for lack of a plainià <i> fstatement of fact, may find it difficult to under
stand these happenings.

It is no easy task to take up any writing that is 
controversial and quote fairly from it to the advan
tage and instruction of the reader. The practice of 
quoting arbitrarily from hooks and pamphlets that 
have been written to present frankly partisan view
points, notably on policy and tacties among Socialists 
has been indulged in shamelessly during these recent 
years by many ink-spillera who choose to saddle the 
exalted with their own ill considered prejudices. 
This practice is generally adopted to bolster np a 
weak ease, and reference to the source of the quota
tions made usually discloses the fact that they are 
made to apply where they are not intended to apply. 
The eaae, of course, is altogether different where 
text-books or books on science are consulted and 
references are made in proper order.

However, the application of all this is that in 
quoting to suit everyone from this pronouncement, 
“The Parting of the Ways,” we recognise the diffi-

■eema to
T>

-*tr

The “Parting of the Ways” relates sometingThe 21 points are already broken ; they are brok
en by those whose first pronouncement says they will about there being two positions only—the Third 
observe them. They have pledged themselves to sup- International and that known as the 2^4 Interna

tional. That is a lie, and those who framed the docu
ment know it. Already there has grown np a Fourth 
International, the main objection of which to the

V
port a position they have already retreated from.
This strange proceeding has a history.

In Europe practically all parties split ever affi
liation with the Third Int. on the basis of the 21 Third is that the Third has abandoned its revolution- 
points. Several Parties that were affiliated with the at7 program and has turned opportunist. In Eng- 
Third in 1919 withdrew in 1920 when the 21 points lend, the Communist Party is 
were laid down as the basis of affiliation. This aim- to pronounce a definite stand on its indeterminate 
pie fact disproves the false statements made and wibbly-wobbling on the matter of alliance with the 
erroneous ideas entertained that this is a question lsbor party, a coarse they would like to follow but 
of “for or against Moscow,” and such like nonsense, cannot, evidently. So far as we oureelre*
As has so often been said and seriously meant, the * corned, the business of trying Uxpalm the 2V4 T-* 
question has been, affiliation on the basis of the 21 on to os is a weak effort towards heroics that has no
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I?':. effect We’re used to the heroics and are now ami- when we have been required to frustrate the efforts power and return the “stakes in the game.” The

objective of capital is profit—and more profit. là» 
whole machàiery of organisation is -based on agreed - 
and need of gain; its every institution devised for 
the production of more gain. “Gain” is its stand
ard of “success” and measure of propriety, before 
which there can be no other ethic.

'
m?' oos"to iee ^ke practical work and the manner of its 0f gchemers who would use us for their own pur- 

ex ecutioii oe the basis these paeple have committed 
themaelres to. Failure is the result so far.

We have had divisions in the past, in the S. P. of 
C. We have rid ourselves of members time and

!
poses.Sk

in the present case we have paid little attention 
to the un^tvory details, petty spites, deceitful prac
tises and despicable conduct generally that has call
ed itself Communist “tactics.” Even to do that in 
detail would fill a volume. We can deal with that

<•

i l ■>
again whose bent lay in the way of opportunism. 
Much of the argument then given us has been given 

Arguments look nice on paper, clothed in

i
-x ;

Yet, although profit is its first objective the com
petitive character of capital transforms this profit 
into accumulation, into centralised accumulations of 
•wealth absolutely beyond the reach and availability 
of society. Capitalist class competitive production 
for sale at a profit determines and compels that the.* 
utmost available surplus of production shall be in
vested and reinvested, simple and compound returns 
in productive industry, in order that there shall be

us new.
vagne language that commits their authors to noth- if’need be as time goes on. In the meantime we do 

not propose to further examine any more windy 
utterances or phrases, new or second-hand. We are

ing in particular. As we said, we’re past the stage 
of argument over the meaning of phrases. Now 
wr re to see the word translated into the deed.

Well, with all this, there’s a great big world 
outside full of people who don’t know what these 
quarrels in the kirk (as you may say) are all about. 
We don’t want to be led into the blind alleys other

looking for the fulfilment of the bold words. The 
case against affiliation has been largely built up upon 
the contention that the 21 points could not be car
ried out. That contention, so far, would seem to be 
nroved. The secessionists themselves have proved more Powcr 10 txtract more Profits. for J* greater 
it. They are now busily engaged in dodging their P«wer. So that in its last orientation capital would

•"udgment. Marx and Engels wrote “Workers
of all* Countries unite,” and the Third International struction. That is capitalist progress and expansion,

a progress which is a sycophant to the strong and a

socialist papers have fallen into, where they seem to 
spend all their time cutting one another’s throats 
while the boss busies himself uninterruptedly in all 
the ramifications of the exploitation and governing 

We have not been at any time very

he one gigantic blood soaked unity, a unity of deown
/

added—“On the basis of the 21 points, 
talking is done, practical every day work becomes 
the guiding factor. The task of our secessionists is 
to reconcile the 21 points with the every day facts 
of life
leads to the abandonment of one point they prev
iously insisted upon. They are running away from 
their own arguments. Armed, as usual, with “tac
tics’ for an argument, they will soon be able to ac
count for all this and to “explain” it. So be it. 
Apologetics and reform policies are good mixers.

When theprocess.
guilty of that and we hope to be able to attend to the 
business of removing from the minds of the working

bullying tyrant to the weak, a progress which det- 
mands a “place in the sun” only to displace and 
eliminate all others.

class the false notions they have concerning them
selves and the uses to which they are put in the pro
ductive process. At the same time it is necessary 
that one or two matters be cleared up and it will be

This process of accumulation of surplus invest
ments finally capitalises the whole world. It drags 
all peoples with whom it comes in contact into the 
bourgeois ring of capitalist civilisation. It breaks 
down all other systems of production and ties all 
nations to the ethic of the greater industry. But as 
it drags and breaks and ties world peoples to itself, 
so also does it narrow and limit the “field of its

find them in Canada. The first moveas we

necessary from time to time to devote a little space 
to that end. The policies we now hear advocated by 
those who have imagined themselves to be “leftists” 
we have heard argued and advocated by every 
known brand of reformist and opportunist for many 

Nowadays the sentiment towards Russia is
There are some young members of the Party whose

enthnsiasm and sentiment have been fully exploited &W-” It devours with sateless rapacity concea- 
and made to govern their judgment. The experience slons to syndicates, transmutes its golden spheres of 
they may gain, even if the result maÿ be disap- interest into leaden and armored competitors pid 

Clause 2 of the 21 points has captured the imagin- pointing to themselves, will help to strengthen their doses with the finality of destiny, every door and
ation of many a man who has made up his mind critical judgment for the future. They will not possibility of the world market,
while looking through a trade-union office window-^ take long to learn that revolution does not arrive by As labor applied to nature is the only source of
frem the outside. The thousand and one arguments any simple registration of any sentimental interpre- wealth this precession of industry is, at the same
wt bave heard to the effect that we should direct tation of an agreement or of an international mail- time, the precession of the social forces of produc- 
the activities of the workers in their every day strug- order process. Experience will teach them that. tion. The greater market demand the greateAitlKe 
gles, through the trade unions, etc., officially to be XVe bear them no ill-will whatever; we are all in expansion ot the labor forces requisite to supply it 
done ss a Party—these, when they come to be trans- the same school of learning when all’s said and done. Bift competitive production compels a constantly la-

As to the newer policy or programme of instruc- "easing modification of industrial technology.
Giant machinery is installed, with greater power 
and higher speed. Efficiency systems eliminate all 
waste motions, seek to make the fleshly man as su

is chained to. The

years.
exploited to the limit and used to .cover a multitude
of sins

t

lated into actual practise are seen to be the common 
stock-in-trade of our old friends the politically am- tions followed by the ex-Communists who are now 
bitious or trade union leaders-cleet who have been at the promoters of the Workers’ Party: by the time
the same game for many years and who somehow these lines appear they may have changed again, 
needed the S. P. of C. to further their ambitions. Anyway, we are obviously dealing with men whose 
These things cannot be judged on a reading of scraps own powers of judgment have been suspended. They 
of paper but on the actions and utterances combined suffer instructions to govern them in all things. It’s 
and compared of the people involved. The policies all right for a time, but it will not last. A “popular’ 
of the Third International have been seized upon by party to attract the masses, with a few bosses as a 
groups here and there as favorable to their own am- secre* governing council to direct its policy is the 
bitior.s, and when the wordy battle is over and the latest illusion. Everything but reality ! When the 
atmosphere is a little cleared we see the same old realistic stage comes along and men themselves focus 
game being conducted under a hotch-potch pro- Iheir attention on the hard, everyday facts that are 
grame of “revolutionary reform” with a leaven of sticking out everywhere, we’ll have fewer pipe- 
illusion. Opposition on our part, not once, but often dreams and less sentimental twaddle. In the mean- 
in past years has earned for us the title “anti-trade time, in spite of its colored draperies the new Party 
union.” We have not been in that position ; we is discovered to be of the old order—a reform party, 
have been now and then “anti-trade unionist,” We wish it were otherwise.

tqpiatic as the tireless monster he 
race of accumulation is intensified ; the capacity of
labor angumented ; while, concurrently, the need of 
labor is curtailed. Thus, as the volume of produc
tion is progressively increased, the application of 
labor in industry is progressively decreased. The 
need for a market grows, while its purchasing pow
er diminishes. The volume of production is, of nec
essity. studiously calculated ; capacity production is 
normally shut off ; the labor forces are wasted and 
destroyed in stagnation ; and the whole society is 
ruthlessly crushed beneath the gathering weight of 
destitution and torn asunder with the explosive dis
sensions of class antagonisms.! Consequently “more production" means more 
unemployment. It means, not a better life and op
portunity, but a deeper slavery, ended only in death. 
And per contra, “less consumption is accentuated, 
not voluntarily, but compulsorily, and is quite ob
viously no solution to capitalist problems. Capital 
today cannot produce,— not “more”, but at all—be-

“More Production” -

they are but echoes from another age. “Be thrifty cause the bankrupt and disrupted conditions of the
world forbid further accumulation.

OR the past 6 or 7 years, we have been as
sailed with mnch verbosity of a new world.F and save.” “Be frugal and economise.” 

harder and talk less.” “Produce more, consume 
less.” What are these? What, but the strangling 
cries of a doomed ruling class, who dare not allow 
us to do the one or permit us to do the othert What 
can be more ridiculous than to urge a slave class to 
thrift? more stupidly dull than “produce” in a 
market stagnant with production ? more absurd than 
economy in a system that can only flourish in was
trel sanitation ? or show forth, in more startling re
lief, the coxcomb vanity of bourgeois “superiority”?

Capital lives on credit ; lives, moves and has its 
being on credit ; and the longer it lives the more 
credit it requires, yet the more difficult that credit 
is to obtain, because, the more difficult it becomes 
to dispose of its enormous spoliation, to extend its

“Work . vjjCapital is facing Waterloo. It can no more re
turn to its storied “prosperity” than the shadows of £ 
waning day can swing in the path of the morning, ®r 
developed life return to its primal egg. We are 
standing on the threshold of a new age to a won
drous society, whose glory we shall never see but 
whose advent is certain as sunrise, and whose des
tiny is golden with gladness.

The sign posts of progress are dear enough. 
Europe is a tottering wreck, shattered and divided 
by war and diplomatic scheming for future markets 
and resources, debt burdened beyond all possibility 
of recovery. Soviet Russia, bombed'and blockaded 
and tortured by capitalist maehiavellianism for 5 

( Continued on page 7)

/ Nice, oh so sweet, plans have been laid for 
onr future, and rosy dreams, dreamt of all good 
times in store for ns—after and when. But after

As we advance, they falland when never comes, 
back, back with chill despair into the “never never”
and the soft platitudes of a meaningless idealism 
perish on the lips that utter them. So we drift, yet 
fully hopeful, deeper into the wilderness of poverty 
with our life conditions steadily worsening, and the
frosty toêch of penury biting ever deeper into our 
being. '<• (tfc

xAnd our conditions must steadily grow worse, 
for the causes of those conditions are chronic and 
impossible to be remedied within the frame of mod
em society. The slogans of capital are of no avail ; ,X
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FOR BEGINNERS
Summary and Conclusion Continued The diversified landscapes of mountains and valleys 

islands, rivers and gulfs predisposed man to a belief 
in a multitude of divinities.

plaints, some of which are in connection with the 
king’s purveyors seizing quantities of victuals with
out payment ■ concerning the customs on wine, cloth 
and other imports ; that the current coin is not so 
good as formerly ; that collectors of the kings' dues’ • 
at fairs and in tha towns take more than is lawful. 
These are sonic of the complaints made,

The House of Commons began to use its economic 
power to obtain a redress to its complaints by refus
ing to grant subsidies or money before their peti
tions were heard, and also by combining their peti
tions and grants of money in one bilL

This method was a general practice of the Com
mons in Charles II. "s time after the Glorious Revolu
tion of 1688. called the Restoration. The House of 
Commons tacked the particular bills they wanted 
passed to their money hills.

If we just pause for a moment and note the par
ticular 'egislation passed and other happenings dur
ing the period of Charles I., the Civil War. and the 
Revolution, we will see a very clear expression of 
the new economic class.

The Star Chamber, which was used by Charles I. 
in the most unjust and brutal manner against his 
opponents, became such a scandal that it was abol
ished in 1640.

The East India Co. charter, 1600.
Employers could lift beggars and force then to 

work in Scotland, 1605.
1606— Coalmastcrs given this privilege.
1607— Metal work owners given this privilege.
1619, 1623, 1632—Monopolies to manufacture soap,

rope, also wool and fishing monopolies.
1628—The llill of Rights against the illegal fines 

of Charles 1.
1631—Importation of clocks prohibited.
1640— Torture for heresy ceased in England.
1641— Manufacturing monopolies.
1641- 49—Any British subpject could capture a 

_Scotch vagrant and dispose of him to any employer
of labor.

1642- 49—The Civil War.

BY PETER T. I-ECRIE A vast sandy desert, 
the illimitable o< ean, impresses the idea of a oneness
of God.wE have seen that marriage haa come through

St. Gregory the Great assures us that a Bishopvarious stages with the changed methods 
of production, and polygamy has been in wrote a letter to the river Po in Italy which had 
existence in almost every' country at some overflowed its banks and flooded church lands. We

i

are told it at once subsided when the letter 
thrown into the stream.

particular period. was
Charlemange, or Charles the Great, the good Em

peror who was crowned by the Pope in 800 as Em
peror of the West, at Rome, issued an ordinance in 
802.

Luther believed that a stone thrown into a lake 
in his vicinity caused a storm because the devil kept 
his prisoners at tile bottom of the lake.

“If priests keep several wives or shed the blood 
of Christians or break the canonical law, they shall folk as compared with the people living in cities.

While it is qnite posible to explain the various 
characteristics as the product of natural surround-

We also noticed the superstition of the country

be deprived of their priesthood because they are 
worse than the laity."

This fact was proof that polygamy was not a rare ings, in diferent countries, it falls short in explain- 
thing in the 9th century. Charlemange decreed ing the changes that have taken place in one and the 
that a prostitute be brought to the market square same country where natural surroundings have re- 
naked and flogged, while he himself, the most Chris- mained the same, 
tian king, had no less than six wives simultaneously. The Marxian theory is “that the mode and man- 
We find even the Great Luther having no objections ner nf obtaining food, clothing and chelter is the 
to bigamy. When King Henry X II. fell out with the directive lorce in the history of man and the most 
Pope because of his refusal to sanction a divorce, powerful in creating and shaping our social institu- 
Luther wrote to Chancellor Brink of England, Jan- tions.” We did not ignore Britain’s geographical 
nary, 1524, that on principle he could not object to 
bigamy since “it was not in conflict with holy

position during the Napoleonic wars, which gave her 
a start in the development of capitalism, also her

•eripture. ’ ’ When asked to give consent to the natural resources of coal and iron, making the de
double marriage of Henry XIII. kuther also agreed velopinont of machinery possible. The sudden intro- 
to the landgrave of Hessia, Philip I., to have two dnetion of feudalism into England by William the 

Conqueror, who kept the greater part of his army 
in his own pay and established the feudal system of 
government, gave England an advantage over France 
where the royal authority was inconsiderable, the 
lords were everything, but the bulk of the nation

wives, March 1540. He also wanted his consent kept 
s secret from the- peasants.

David Hume, in his essays on polygamy and 
divorces, tells us: “In Tonquin, sailors, when the 
ship comes in, marry for the season, and are assured

%

of the strictest fidelity to their bed." were aceoimtcd ndthing. It was the excessive power 
“In Athens.... the loss of many citizens resulting of thp king in Engiand whi,-h gave rise to the spirit 

from war or pestilence the Republic allowed every of union and concerted resistance of the barons and 
rising commercial class, that forced the Magna 
Charter, 1215.

William the Conqueror divided up the land of 
England into 60.250 military fiefs, all held of the 
crown ou pain of forfeiture to take up arms, 
reserved to himself the exclusive privilege of kill
ing game throughout England and enacted the sever
est penalties on all who attempted it without his per- 

The suppression or mitigation of these 
penalties was one of the articles of the Charter de 
Forests, which the barons afterwards obtained by 
force of anna against Henry IH.

The House of Parliament was not in two sections

S/man to marry two wives.
“The ancient Britons had a singular kind of mar

riage, aa ten or a dozen joined together and took an 
equal number of wives in common, and the children 
were computed to belong to all of them and were 
provided for by the whole eomunity.”

Miutual defense in those barbarian days is be
lieved to have beeu the cause. We also had the in
cident of the Franconian District Council of Xur- 

F "a "emburg permitting every man to have two wives, as 
■rtcult of the reduced population at the end of the 
30 yean war in Germany. Although marriage has 
passed through various forms, the religious cere
mony was not a part of it until the 9th century', and 
it was made a sacrament of the Catholic Church by 
a decision of the Council of Trent, as late as the 16th 
century (1545).

We also notice that although marriage is associat
ed with aocial and religious institutions, they are 

. swayed with the -rate of wages and price of com.
5 The Boston mariage license bureau during the war 

showed how marriages had fallen off amongst the 
| ... middle class as a result of the high prices of livjng

----v a» school teachers, clerks, salesmen, etc., while
machinists, electricians and other trades whose wag- 
M kept rising with prices, seemed rather incited to 

îfijgimHTiage. Although we haVe emphasized the eeon- 
i^eesie factor we have not forgotten the various fac

tors which have been causes, and effects, becoming

He
1644—AH servants forced to work for same pay 

as formerly.
1648—Charles 1. executed, and the Common

wealth declared.
1651—Navigation law: all imports to be carried 

in British ships. .
1658The stage cuaeh used for transit.
1660— W'ool exports prohibited because of the 

need of home industry.
1661— Monopoly of needle manufacture.

1663—Roads improved for transit.
1664—New York captured from Dutch.
1678—First stage eoaeh between Edinburgh and 

Glasgow.
1670— Hudson Bay Company’s charter.
1671— Miners’ children in Scotland sold at bap

tism to work in mines: the miners were buried in un- 
eoiisecrated ground ; that is the reason the miners 
were looked upon as an inferior people up to a de
cade ago,'"the stigma being left.

1675—Green wich Observatory built.
1688—Glorious Revolution.
1693—East Indies Co. charter.

:F '

mission.

as now. The king found an easier means to obtain tax
es by' inviting representatives of the counties and bor
oughs instead of sending the tax collector through 
the country'. Henry Hallam in “English Constitu
tion,” p. 24. says:

“There is no difficulty in answering the question, 
why the deputation of boroughs was finally and per
manently engrafted upon parliament by Edward I. 
The government vas becoming constantly more at
tentive to the wealth that commerce brought into 
the kingdom, and the towns were becoming more 
flourishing and independent. BuC chiefly there 
was a stronger spirit of general liberty, and a great
er discontent at the violent acts of prerogative, from 
the era of the Magna Charter, after whieh authentic 
recognition of free principles, many acts which had 
-#emed before but the regular exercise of authority, 
were looked npon as infringements of the subject’s 
liberty
. . . . To grant money was the main object of their 
meeting."

The date of the Houae of Commons’ birth is given

1692—Bank of England Act.
1694—Bank of Scotland Act.

1690—Fishing monopoly abolished because servile
&or

The natural environment, fertility of the soil, clim- 
| atie conditions and geographical positions of conn 

trie* had quite an efeet on race and national char- 
aeteriatics. We noted the characteristics of the 
Scotch people, how they differ from the English, 
mi saw the superstition of various people being a 
result of their impotence when measured with the 
great forces of nature they had to contend with, 
exciting their imagination aid attributing to super- 
natural power the storms, earthquakes, thunder, etc.

through the necessities of the king labor waa too costly.
1697—$4,000,000 tally sticks exchanged for Bank

of England shares.
1696—Eddystonc lighthouse built.
1707—Union of Scotland and England, because

k *.

by Pears’ Cyclopaedia as 1258, but De Lolme in the 
“Constitution of England” dates its beginning 1295. of the heavy duties felt by Scotland; she, being a 

The House of Commons began to petition for re- poor country, obtained free trade on condition she 
dress of grievances as well as provide for the neees- would give up her separate Parliament, 
sities of the crown. In 1309 they make eleven eom-? We found the Reformation in Scotland was also

[
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MATERIALIST “MORE PRODUCTIONwith, needs no attention when there is no work, needs 

medical aid when sick, the master class cannot 
find a cheaper system of slavery to emancipate the (Continued from page 5)

slave in his economic interest. Therefore the long years, is in the hitter clutch of famine, with the

* SCONCEPTION OP HISTORYsail
economic. The liatred against the financial exac
tions of tKe church was strong among the people,
bat the covetous eyes of the aristocracy on the wa?e . . „
chnrch property was the real motive force. w«*e 8,ave W,U have t0 emancipate himself.

Thomas Johnstoue in his new book on the work-

no
I

allied nations, vulture-like. deliberately looking on, 
We find that the mechanical development, with callously allowing famine to run its -dread course in

ing class of Scotland tells ns when King Charles I. the innumerable mechanical contrivances, gave a de^ the hope that this menace to their sacred property
revoked the land grants made to Scottish nobles, oisive preponderance to that industrial element ma^. he dumbfounded and hurled down in the fierce
after the Reformation in October, 1626' the nobles which has colored all development of our eiviliza-
began to swallow their hatred towards the Presby- tien. The leading eharacterists of modern societies 
tefry, and in 1688. in order to preserve themselves, are, in consequence, marked ont much more by the 
not only joined, but actually led in the signing of triumphs of inventive skill in the field of producing

food, clothing and shelter, than by the sustained eu-

I
!

wash of its agony and calamity. “By their fruits 
shall ye know them."’ America, first of creditors 
(proud symbol of slavery), is forced to the forefront 
of Imperialist development. But her eoyeted 
“gold"’—her power of exploitation,—overshadows

$
;# a

the Covenant to resist Popery.
Commerce abolished 45 Saint Days- because they 

served no useful purpose. The Clergy Act of 1598 
decreed Monday as a holiday, making it unlawful to 
cut the Lords’ com, the reason given being because 
the people were turning Sunday into a hunting and 
pastime day.

The commercial class took the control of the

ergy of moral causes.
The development of commerce, with the rise of her with disaster. For how can she traffic in com

merce - Russia is suspect, Europe a broken ruin, cm 
the verge of an outbreak which may develop “red.” 
Her former allies confront her on every hand with

free cities and their intercourse jrith other countries, 
has put commerce in the forefront as the great level
ler to break down national boundaries, realized the 
b^herhood of men, and the broad mind of tolera
tion that was absent previous to commercial develop-

I

antagonisms, and the little “yellow Britain” of 
the Orient^trhieh America herself helped to arouse 
from barbarism, has seized and holds every point .of 
vantage available—in the eastern Pacific—in China 
and its adjacent countries, in Siberia and Kam
chatka.
"‘mandatories” carve out new “spheres” at the 
|K>int of the bayonet ; commercial development is 
crippled and overreached, ànd the scene and circum
stance is set for another devil’s game of “democ-

new

burghs away from the clergy. The chnrch was sub- ment, 
jeeting them to great taxation. In Edinburgh the 
'master eordwinders paid Id. a week to the Altar of needs, the invention ot printing, with the first maps 
St. Crispin and the apprentices paid 6s. 8d. when en- and 
tering the trade.

The church eontroled half of the revenue of the

The discovery of America through economic

charts which appeared in England 1489. was 
a dominant factor in breaking down the power of the 
Church. T.ecky in his “History of Morals,’’ speak-

sea
Thus society lies prostrate, while the

country and the nobles coveted this wealth, while Qf the Reformation, says •
the commercial classes wanted to free themselves “The theology of Christianity paralyzed the in- 
from paying tribute to Rome; this is the secret of Qf Christian Europe until the fourteenth een-
tfce Reformation in Scotland. »raey.tury. The revival which forms the starting point of 

our modern civilization was mainly due to the’ fact Out of, and because of this situation, out of this 
‘"watchful waiting,” out of this scheming and coun
ter scheming comes onr social hunger-fests and de
gradation, and all the untold suffering they entail. 
Because, forsooth, property, and not man, is the 
prime incentive of conduct ; because wealth, and not 
need, is the first objective of production ; because 
class law, and exploitation, dominate society; and 
social welfare, social progress, and social cohesion, 
are of no moment in the flinty ambitions of accumu
lation.

Trad# had developed in Scotland to the extent of 
monopoly and protection. In 1686 the linen trade

granted a monopoly, and the act decreed that all tro)led hv the 8Peptre of Catholicism.
The

that two spheres of intellect still remained uneon-
was
Scotch corpses be tmried in Scotch linen, 
clergy officiating at the funeral had to see this was

“The pagan literature of antiquity and the Mo- 
hamedan sehoools of science were the chief agencies 
in resuscitating the dormant energies of Christen
dom."

carried out.
This Act was rescinded in 1707, when the woollen 

interests convinced the legislature that it was more 
fitting to bury Scotch corpses in Scotch wollen gar- We maintain it was the need of commerce that 

forced the adoption of the literature and science that 
Leckv mentions, because of the voyages of Columbus 
1492, his second voyage 1498.

•Jamaica was discovered 1494.
The Cape of Good Hope and Neofwundland 1497.
South America 1499.
Brazil 1500.
Balboa first saw the Pacific Ocean from the Isth

mus of Panama in 1513.
Mexico was discovered 1522.

ments.
People were

clothes; if found doing so they were compelled to 
hand them over to the hangman to be publicly

forbidden to wear English made
That is why. although willing to work, we can

not obtain employment. That is why statesmen are 
helpless—they are but the menials of the owners of 
industry. That is why that industry perishes “in 
the valley of the shadow why our living standards 
fall, and will continue to fall; why the producing 
class drags out its pitiful existence in penury and 
suffering, and why all society decays in the mi as 
mic swamps of idleness. Because—let ns emphasise 
it—purchasing power lias vanished ; markets ^re 
gone ; no new fields of exploitation sufficiently large 

be found :%ad industry stands still—in a satanie 
grandeur of impoteney and possession—incapable of 
motion and expansion, unless for a red and fiery 
hour—capital can find a respite in the new war hov
ering closely on the politieaPhorizon.

But, beyond that alternative the society of Capi
ta! is finished. It can no longer fulfil the functions 
for which it was organised—the preservation of so
ciety. It has served its time and purpose ; drawn 
together and coordinated the latent forces and pow
ers of its possible development ; given them an un- 
imagined scope to play and a new foundation of pot
entiality. But it can do no more. It can no longer

burned)
Rogers says there was a Regular slave market in 

Aberdeen from 1740 to 1746, when 600 men and 
kidnapped from rural districts and soldwomen were 

to slavery in the American plantations.
The Scotch miners were freed from their slavery,

liecav.se they were too expensive, in 1799:
The miners thought they were freed in 1775 with 

The Act passed without opposition. The Preamble to 
the Act shows its reason to be carried unopposed by tion by the irruption of the Tartars and the Turks, 
mine owners. Persons were discouraged from coal 
mining because they were bound. Many new coal 
bedr were discovered and remained unwrought to

Conquest of Peru 1528.
The trade of Genoa was on the brink of destruc-

can
The circular visible horizon and its dip at sea 

gave the belief of a globular figure of the earth. Col
umbus tells us his attention was drawn to this sub
ject by the writings of Averroes.

In Genoa, Columbus met with little encourage- 
He was encouraged by Queen Isabella of 

Spain, although the irreligious tendencies if this idea 
were pointed out by the Spanish ecclesiastics and 
condemned by the Council of Salamanca. It’s ortho
doxy confuted by the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the 
Prophecies, the Gospels, the Epistles and the writ
ings of the Fathers St. Augustine, St. Jerome, St. 
Gregory and others.

the great loss of the coal-owmers. The hew Act 
dubbed the miners free as it was only the new min
ers that were to be free.

The bound miners under 21 years of age were to 
serve 7 years longer.

Between 35 and 45 years: to serve 7 years more.
Wives and children to be freed at the same time. 

If the miner combined to raise wages, two years 
were added to his service.

The miners had great demonstrations of their sup- 
l>osed freedom, but were disappointed to lean» the 
above terms.

The development of the steam engine and the need 
for coal, with no one anxious to go to coalmining 
because of its degraded position, with the wages of 
free labor in the mines of England lower than the

ment.

«

sustain society, no longer satisfy the hungered heart
It has become *f) and craving mind of a new age. 

brake on progress, wasting the forces it has brought 
into being, and preventing their formulation con
sonant with the needs and knowledge of today. Its

When men believed the Sun to be simply a lamp 
revolving around the earth they had no great diffi
culty in believing thatwas one day literally ar
rested in its course, to illuminate an army which was 
engaged in slaughtering its enemies.

Lecky, ir: his “History of European Morals,”

%

philosophy of the ideal is a withered and discredited 
relic, the society it seeks to maintain has become the 

of intelligence ; the power of its influence are 
dark with corruption ; its democracy the citadel of 

“The period of Catholic ascendency was, on the slavery ; and its vaunted civilisation a reproach to 
This just reminds me of a question put at our his- whole, one of the most deplorable in the history of the enlightened thought of progress. Its puny in-

the human mind. A crowd of superstitions barred stitutions of yesterday, nicked with the hard eyed
lifeless and uninspiring. And

■d
expense of the bonded mine slaves of Scotland, 
brought the liberty Act of 1799, which freed the coal speaking of this intellectical darkness says:

scorn 1
1miners of ■Scotland.

-,
tory class, thus:

“Did the emancipation of the Chattel Slave come the path of knowledge. Not until the education of gods 0f trade,
abont by the education of the slave! Europe passed from the monastries to the unjversi- although they still stand, proud in the bine crowned

Answer: "No!” ties, not until Mohamedan science and free thought dav j„ the seeming of authority and permanence.
Q;_“What is the use of educating the wage and industrial independence broke the spectre of the and the never ending stream of life flowÿ

Chnrch did the intellectual revival of Europe begin. out among them, they are, nevertheless,—like the

are

in and
slave! don’t yon think it is a waste of time!”

Answer:—“No, there is no analogy; the emanci- The inventions of the mariner’s compass, of gun pow- clustering piles of antiquity—like the myths of
pation of the chattel slave was to the economic in- d«r and of rag paper were all indeed of extreme im- -nero;c ages—tike the folk ways of immemorial time
tercet of the master class because free labor was portance, but no part of the credit of them belongs to —the gaunt and pulseless symbols of a vanished
cheaper; but as,free wage labor is the cheapest it the Monks.”
is possible to get or because he costs nothing to start

•©

*civilisation. -1{To "be continued.)
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Literature Price List li
Communism

and
Chrlstlanism

6 MjEven en editor is occasionally the recipient of 
something other than jeers and curses. True, he 
doesn’t deserve and rarely expects it. Taken by 
and large he is a careless blighter, losing most of the 
manuscripts consigned to his care and either send
ing the others back dog-eared and sown with cigar
ette ashes or printing them in a form which causes

: /■ \

Cloth Bound Per Geer
----- «LU
---- -U4S

Û

aPositive Outcome of Philosophy (Dietzgeo___
Woman tinder Socialism (Rebel) ________ •
End of the World (McCabe)______ ____________ _
Conditions of the Working Class In England In 11*4

( Engels)__________________________________
A. B. C. of Evolution (McCabe) ________ _
Economic Determinism (Parce) __________
Socialism and Modern Science (Kerri) _____
Physical Rasta of Mind and Moral» (Fitch)

i

HUf

-mi .«IT*
Analyzed and oootrasted from the Marxian sod 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brown. D.D. Its bold recommendations: 
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Barth and make the World safe for Industrial 
Communism

-------- 4L1S
-------JILTS

the writer to wish they hadn’t been. For confirma

tion of these statements ask any author. Or, for 

the matter of that, ask any editor. He will not

deny it. An editor doesn't deny anything—he just Landmarks of Scientific Socialism (Engels)

sneaks aw ay. His life is like that of a stray cat; industrial Hlstcry of England (H. DeGlbblnx)
The Student’s Man (Aveltng)_______________
Evolution of the Idea of God (Grant Alien____________«1 it
Darwinism and Race Progress (Ha^raft) __
Evolution of Property (Latargue) ____________
Critique of Political Economy (Man) '
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Man)
Philosophical Essays (Dtetzgen) ____________
History of Paris Commune (Lissagamy) ____
Ancient. Society (L. H. Morgan)______________
Introduction to Sociology (Arthur M. Lewis)

The Drifter.” in “The Nation” (New Capitalist Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters
'•Capital," vol 1, (Man)_____________

Savage Survivals (Moore)___________________
Vital Problems In Social Evolution (Lewis)
Science and Revolution (TTnterman) _______

some- The Militant Proletariat (Lewis) __________
Evolution, Social and Organic (Lewis) ___
The Social Revolution (Kautsky) __________
Class Struggle (Kautsky)____________________
Puritanism (Melly)___________________________
The Worlds Revolutions (TTnterman) _____
Ethics and History (Kautsky)_______________
Life and Death (Dr. E. Telchmann) _______
Law of Biogenesis (Moore) __________________
Social Studies (Lalargue)____________________
Germs of Mind in Plants (R_ H. France) ___

Paper Covers

va

H 11. T*
in«LT6

4LTS
Seventy-fifth thousand now ready. Pp. 224. 

Cloth edition. De Luxe, «1.00. This whole edition of 
2,00* copies is s Christmas gift to the sufferers by 
famine In Russia.

whenever he sees a window raised he expects a 
brick, and he learns to arch his back and scowl at 
the approach of any human, knowing that he is 
about to be blamed for something he has published, 
or asked to priut something so impossible th.
—accomplished scoundrel that he is—he couldn’t 
oblige.”

-Hie
Every copy sold means a whole 

dollar to them and much education to the buyer. -SL7S
----- «LUevenNew paper edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design,

THE BRADFORD-BROWN EDUCATIONAL CO., Inc. 
Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Gallon, Ohio.

-*41 T«
«1.M

______«Lit
4vrs

Thus
York). He’s a cheerful sort of stiff even in his

VCOr from ------9100 ■*r.9100
JO _

K SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA 
P. 0. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.

very beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, «1.00.

“It will do a wonderful work in this the 
Crisis In all history.”—Truth.

moments of gloom.
The practise of editorial terror manages 

times to evoke a note of cheerful abandon, however, 
even in a subscriber who has been induced to turn 
the wheels of his attention to finance. As, for in
stance :— .
Dear Mac:

7-est you should inflict upon a human being made In the 
Image of God a punishment (which he could not bear) for 
the simple reason that he does not send you twx> bones, 
why, here R Is.

I could suffer the loes of wealth, health, friends, father, 
mother, sisters, brothers, home, heaven or God and re
ligion, bat to laee my Clarion, why, if it came to an issue 
of "Your Clarion or Your 1 ife," I would be Inclined to say, 
“You may take mj life it Is no good without my Clarion.”

A clock tells the time, a feather tells the way the wind 
blows and the Clarion tells whence, whither and why.

So you see I pay two bones to get this Information so 
1 may knew. „

Well, how goes the battle? Better send names of any 
other delinquents and I will rustle them up a tittle.

The old globe keepe spinning but tt’e sure gettti* mixed 
up In some places a bit. What?
Well good lock, and keep your old quill a floppta’.

Yours,

*0
P M
b H

M
4#greatest

: M
Mr
.*•

i 46
M
Mÿy

PLATFORM N —
Per Copy

Two Esta vs on History (C. Stephenson and O. Da rifle) 4c 
Communist Manifesto _
Ware-Labor and Capital

0

______ 10e
______ iec

The Present Economic System (Prof. W. A. Bonger) _16c
Socialism. Utopian and Scientific __
Slave of the Farm___________________

Socialist Party off 
Canada

15c
10c

Manifesto, 8. P. of C._______ 10c
Evolution of Man (Prof. Bolsche) ___________
Causes of Belief In God (Lafargue) ________
The Structure of Soviet Russia (Humphries
Shop Talks on Economics (Marry) ________
Vaine, Price and Profit (Marx) ____ ,________
Economic Causes of War (Leckie) __________
The Protection of Labor In Soviet Russia (Kaplun)____ 14c
Civil War In France (Marx)
Eighteenth Brumaire (Marx)
Chrlstlanism and Communism (Bishop W M Brown)__25c
Psychology of Marxian Socialism

40c z
10cWe, the aoetalUt Party of —i nil Is attire
10c

•f the revolutionary working 15c
F\ Inker, applied te note ml 

wealth. The
14callfa

\of prodectloB,

A let 46c
a ahve J. H. G.

There now ! It’s not often- we allow such prejud
ices to appear in the columns of the ‘ * family jour
nal, ’ but we’re just perverse enough to put a spoke 
in ‘‘The Drifter’s’ wheel for the sake of 
ances. Further testimonials will be looked for, 
to the verge of poetry. We’ll even excuse the poe
try, under conditions that may be guessed.

The storm of our wrath will burst forth in 
deluge one of these days over the matter of scanty 
finance. It has been brewing a longtime. We have 
not the courage to set a financial figure away up in 
G as an object to be attained. Disappointments 
so hateful ! W hat we’re trying to do is to get 
readers to set it. If they can’t do it we can’t, and 
there’s an end of it.

But there’s no G about these figures. Our read
ers. we trust,.will key up the spinet a bit next issue:

Follow, One dollar each: T. Hanwell, E. F. Falk, 
H. E. C. Anderson, Mrs. Dynes, H. H. Dickinson, B. 
Tishier, T. V. Dunning, T. W. Nevinson, P. David
son, H. Adie, W. Braes, Mrs Booth, T. Foulston, E. 
A. Mason, G. W. Lohr, J. E. McGregor, E. Unger, H. 
Schwartz, Geo. Thomas, W. Mathews, A. Math
iesen

A. A. McNeill, 4=5; G. H. Powell, 50c.; J. H. 
Greaves. $2; A. M. Net lands, 50 cents; G. Hal Ison, 
-^2 ; G. E. Scharff, $2 ; J. Shepherd, «2.

Above, Clarion subscriptions received from 30th 
December to 12th January, inclnsixe—total, $35.

46c
la

at Ike nl— at 
wOl he

_ all the powers of tk# Beats 
es protect sad "defend Its property rights la ______ 60c

Quantity Rates on Paper Covered Pamphlets.

--------------------25 copies 76c
-----------------26 copies «2.00

----------------26 copies «2.00
---------------45 copies «140
-------—-46 copies «$45

—-----------25 copies «1.60
-----------------26 copiée «2.00
------———25 copies ««.76
-----------------25 copies «1.00
------------------25 copies «$ 26
-----------------10 copies 12.00

6 copies $1.00 
10 copies «3.50

at laher.
The capitalist system gives to the

Two Essays on History _____•>
iitallee aa svsr- appear- 

even
Communist Manifestoof profite, mad to the worker, aa
Wage-Labor and Capital________
Present Economic System_______
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific
Slave of the Farm_____________
Manifesto of 8. P. of C.__________
Evolution of Man__________________
Causes of Belief In God__________
Value, Price and Profit____________
Economic Causes of War__________
Christianlsm and Communism _______ ,_____
Psychology of Marxian Socialism___ fafaZ

---------------:0:----------------
All Prices Include Postage.

Make all moneys payable to E. McLeod, 4M Pender 
Street, East, Vancouver, B. C. A-dd discount on cheques.

ABke tstereat at the working elans lies In setting Its—f 
ket from capitalist exploitation by tie abolition of the 

system, under which —Us exploitation, at the point
at geodnotion. Is cloaked. To eeoompllah tide suieott- aormation at osn—allot property tm the■

at wealth production into socially controlled

The irrepressible eonfUot at Interest 
katM and the worker mass eerily expresses Itself sa e
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enforcing the
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CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND
E. Falk, $4; W. Braes, $1; R H. Lealese, $1; “C. 

S.,” Wc; A. V. Laurence, $5; $2.
Above, C.M.F. donations from 30 December to 12 

January, incluaive,—total, $13.90.
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SOVIET RUSSIA F AMINS .RELIEF FUND
Already acknowledged, $174-35 ; G. Halleon, $10—

total, $183.35. . z
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MANIFESTO
— ei the —

SOCIALIST PASTY OF CANADA 
(Fifth Edition)

P«r copy-----
Par 88 ooplee

10

n
Poet Paid

“B, 0. FEDERATI0NI8T’’ DEFENCE FUND

The ease of the B. C. Federationiet and of 
A. 8. Wells its- manager has been committed to 
the Ariuzc Court for trial. Moneys are urgent
ly required for defence. Donations will be ac
knowledged in thé ‘‘Fed” if sent to:

A. 8. Wells,
342 Pender 8L West,

Vancouver, B. C.

ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

By PETEE T. LECKIE

MOW BEADY, 
by the author. 
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